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EDITORIAL
The Increasing Number 
of Stock Dividends
The entire accounting profession has a 
vital interest in all questions relative 
to the declaration of stock dividends 
and their treatment by the recipients. It is only within the past 
five years or so that the tendency to declare stock dividends has 
assumed an importance of substantial magnitude. In earlier 
years stock dividends, in their present form, were practically un­
known; but now there are many companies which make it a 
practice to declare stock dividends with periodic regularity and 
there are many others which adopt the principle either for the 
purpose of increasing the number of shares without affecting the 
capital structure or indirectly to distribute surplus. Some 
months ago the editorial pages of The Journal of Accountancy 
contained comment upon the policy of the North American Com­
pany in declaring dividends in stock equal annually to ten per 
cent. of one’s holdings, and it seemed to us then, as it does now, 
that this plan in the case of the North American Company is 
sound so long as the company’s ratio of earnings to stock out­
standing is not impaired. If the time comes when the issuance 
of a regular stock dividend will reduce the rate of earnings per 
share it seems to us that it will be the signal for adoption of a 
different policy. It is no doubt true that by retaining the sur­
plus earnings in the company it has been possible to finance ex­
pansion of a material nature without going into the market for 
money. But there is another aspect of the case which evidently 
calls for comment because a special committee of the New York 
stock exchange has taken the matter under consideration and 
has issued a comprehensive report.
A Stock Exchange 
Issues Warning
Every accountant, whether his practice 
be in large city or small, is bound to feel 
an interest in the broad, general ques­
tion of the treatment of stock dividends. It is, therefore, desir-
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able to quote in full the brief statement prepared by the com­
mittee. The report reads as follows:
“ In the requirements for the listing of investment trusts recently pro­
mulgated by the stock exchange, a provision was incorporated to the 
effect that investment trusts should not include stock dividends in their 
income accounts. In recent weeks, the wisdom of this ruling has been the 
subject of discussion between the stock exchange and representatives of 
many companies affected by its operation, and a special committee has 
been looking into the question of stock dividends from the point of view 
of the exchange with a view to clarifying the issues involved.
“ Based on the report of this committee to the governing committee, 
the following statement of position is made: The interest of the stock 
exchange in the method by which companies account for stock dividends 
arises out of its consistent policy of attempting to obtain, in connection 
with corporate returns, such a clear disclosure of the relevant facts as will 
enable the investor to properly appraise the listed securities in which he is 
interested.
“The stock dividend has, in late years, become an important instru­
ment in the financial policy of American corporations, and there can be 
little doubt that its use is still in the early stages of development. In 
particular is it of value to corporations in growing industries requiring 
the use of large additional amounts of capital, as it permits them in some 
measure to obtain this capital in the simplest manner from their own stock­
holders, and, at the same time, permits these stockholders, if they are so 
inclined, to realize upon their share of current or past earnings so capi­
talized.
“ Coincident with the development of the stock dividend, there has taken 
place the development of the less than $100 par and of the no-par-value 
stock, together with the practice of having large capital or paid-in sur­
pluses; and these relatively new conceptions have led with increasing fre­
quency to the corporate practice of partial or complete recapitalization 
through the form of so-called ‘ split-ups.’
“As a matter of definition from the point of view of the exchange, a 
true stock dividend represents the capitalization, in whole or in part, of 
past or current earnings; while a split-up has not of necessity any relation 
to earnings and may mean nothing more than a change in the form in which 
ownership in an existing situation is expressed.
“Accounting practice, in striving to adapt itself soundly to these impor­
tant developments in corporate procedure, has not yet reached the point 
where a mere perusal of the year’s accounts will suffice to reveal to the 
average investor in what manner he has been affected by action taken 
during the year in the matter of stock dividends. On this account, it is 
felt that the exchange is justified in seeking to obtain, wherever possible, 
for the benefit of the investor such supplementary information as may 
assist him to a correct understanding of the accounts themselves.
“ Applications for listing which involve questions relating to stock divi­
dends will be considered in the light of the foregoing. In view of the large 
and constantly increasing number of listings on the exchange, either origi­
nating in stock dividends or involving questions that have to do with stock 
dividends, an effort will be made to obtain for the investor such information 
as may place him in the position to determine in connection with stock 
dividends received by him, to what extent they constitute true stock divi­
dends representing the capitalization of current or past earnings, and to 
what extent, if at all, they represent merely split-ups involving an expres­
sion in a new form of what was already his. In any event, it is felt that 
the individual investor should make such independent investigations as 
seem desirable in order to be quite sure that he understands in each instance 
how he has been affected by the declaration of a stock dividend.
“ When stock dividends are received by investment trusts, holding com­
panies or other corporations, the manner in which these dividends are 
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accounted for by the receiving company presents a problem somewhat 
different from that attending the accounting for the payment of stock 
dividends by the declaring company. Current practice varies all the way 
from the policy of ignoring stock dividends in their entirety in the income 
account of receiving companies to the policy of taking them into the 
income account whether they have been realized upon or not at the full 
market value on the date received.
" Uniform accounting practice today seems to favor as sound procedure 
the ignoring of stock dividends in the income account of receiving com­
panies. However, it has been urged on behalf of investment trusts, hold­
ing companies and others, with what seems to us to be some measure of 
justification, that a technical interpretation of the nature of stock dividends 
may operate to hamper management in the adopting of perfectly reasonable 
and proper dividend programmes of their own, whether in cash or in stock, 
and may even under certain circumstances force them as recipients, for 
technical reasons, to realize upon stock dividends which for business reasons 
they would have preferred to hold.
“ It may be that accounting practice will undergo certain modifications 
in the light of these new tendencies, but it is too early to form an opinion 
as to the direction that this modification is apt to take. It is possible that 
a schedule of all stock dividends received will suggest itself as a desirable 
addition to the annual report of investment trusts, holding companies and 
others; or, conceivably, a new departure in accounting theory may permit 
the inclusion of stock dividends in some form or other in the income 
accounts of receiving companies.
“At the present time, it appears as if the exchange could go no further 
than to take the position that it will raise no objection to the method by 
which investment trusts, holding companies and others account for stock 
dividends received by them and not realized upon, provided there is the 
fullest disclosure of the procedure adopted, and provided that these are 
not included in the income accounts of the receiving companies at a greater 
dollar value per share than that at which they have been charged to income 
account or earned surplus account by the paying companies. The manner 
in which receiving companies account for stock dividends received by 
them and realized upon during the period under review is a matter 
which the committee will pass on in connection with each specific in­
stance.”
This report which was presented on September 4th was adopted 
by the governing committee on September 11th and it is, there­
fore, an expression of the New York stock exchange.
_ ., As an illustration of the evils whichPyramiding the   . Proceeds may arise from placing a mistaken 
value upon stock dividends, let us 
assume that company A issues a 5 per cent. dividend to its stock­
holders. This dividend is payable in stock only and is carried 
on the books of company A as having a value of $5. The market 
price of company A’s stock, however, has advanced in the course 
of an unprecedented bull market to, say, five times its book 
value. On the basis of market value the new stock issued in 
the form of dividend is, therefore, worth $25, and we shall 
assume that company B, holding a large block of stock, receives 
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this dividend and enters it in its own books at the market value 
of $25. Company B, imbued with a sense of the wisdom of the 
stock-dividend policy, then computes its various profits and in­
crements (chiefly derived from its holdings in company A) at 
market value and itself declares a stock dividend of 5 per cent., 
largely based upon the assumed market value of its investments. 
The stock dividend of company B is received in part by company 
C, which owns all the stock of company B, but instead of being 
carried on the books of company C at the price which is reflected 
even on the books of company B, it is carried at the market price, 
and, inasmuch as company B’s stock has soared with the rest of 
the market, it is worth apparently five times its declared value 
and, therefore, instead of being carried at $25 it is carried at $125. 
This case is not so incredible as it sounds because we have heard 
of procedure very closely resembling that which has been out­
lined in this series of assumptions. In other words, the value of 
dividends originally based upon earnings of $5 is carried in the 
books of the recipient once removed at an amount twenty-five 
times as great. This is geometrical progression with a vengeance.
  It is a fundamental theory of modernWhen Cost and Market     Values Differ accountancy that assets should be 
valued at cost or market, whichever be 
the lower. This is not an ideal formula and once in a while it 
errs on the side of conservatism, but taken as a whole it is a 
fairly safe and sane measure of the value of assets. At any rate, 
no one has suggested a better way, and until some farseeing ac­
countant can improve upon the existing philosophy it will con­
tinue to find favor in the courts of the profession. What shall 
be said, then, of the theory that cost should be entirely ignored 
and market only should be the value? Let it be granted at once 
that market value is an excellent value, while the market is on 
the upward grade—but what will be the state of affairs when the 
market is declining? Let us revert to the case of company C 
which we have mentioned. Suppose that the market values of 
stock in companies A and B decline as rapidly as they have 
risen. Where will be the point at which the value of the assets 
of company C should be pegged if cost be ignored? It will be 
argued, of course, that dividends have not cost anything, but 
that is scarcely a profound thesis and will not find support in 
either economic or accounting councils.
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   There is an additional and even moreStock Dividends Are .
Not Income in Law important feature in this whole discus­
sion which is not mentioned in the 
report of the special committee of the New York stock exchange. 
That report, it seems, is concerned solely with an attempt to 
discourage unjustified inflation of asset values. The important 
question to which we have referred is largely a matter of law, 
or the interpretation of law, and here we are on surer ground, for 
the supreme court of the United States has let it be definitely 
known that stock dividends are not income. Now, if they are 
not income, how shall they be taken into the accounts of a 
company as income, especially at a price far above the amount 
fixed as their value by the issuing company? Eisner v. Macomber 
(252 U. S. 189) is the leading case upon which countless tax suits 
have been decided since 1920. In the majority opinion of the 
court, the whole question of whether a stock dividend is income 
or not is clearly discussed and the following brief excerpts are 
germane to the present discussion:
“Can a stock dividend, considering its essential character, be brought 
within the definition [i.e., income]? To answer this, regard must be had 
to the nature of a corporation and the stockholder’s relation to it. We 
refer, of course, to a corporation such as the one in the case at bar, organ­
ized for profit, and having a capital stock divided into shares to which a 
nominal or par value is attributed.
“ Certainly the interest of the stockholder is a capital interest, and his 
certificates of stock are but the evidence of it. . . . Short of liquidation, 
or until dividend declared, he has no right to withdraw any part of either 
capital or profits from the common enterprise; on the contrary, his interest 
pertains not to any part, divisible or indivisible, but to the entire assets, 
business and affairs of the company. Nor is it the interest of an owner in 
the assets themselves, since the corporation has full title, legal and equi­
table, to the whole. The stockholder has the right to have the assets em­
ployed in the enterprise, with the incidental rights mentioned; but as 
stockholder, he has no right to withdraw, only the right to persist, subject 
to the risks of the enterprise, and looking only to dividends for his return. 
If he desires to dissociate himself from the company he can do so only by 
disposing of his stock.
“For bookkeeping purposes, the company acknowledges a liability in 
form to the stockholders equivalent to the aggregate par value of their 
stock, evidenced by a ‘capital stock account.’ . . . The dividend nor­
mally is payable in money, under exceptional circumstances in some other 
divisible property; and when so paid, then only (excluding, of course, a 
possible advantageous sale of his stock or winding-up of the company) 
does the stockholder realize a profit or gain which becomes his separate 
property, and thus derive income from the capital that he or his predeces­
sor has invested.
“In the present case, the corporation had surplus and undivided profits 
invested in plant, property, and business, and required for the purposes of 
the corporation, amounting to about $45,000,000, in addition to outstand­
ing capital stock of $50,000,000. In this the case is not extraordinary. 
The profits of a corporation, as they appear upon the balance-sheet at the 
end of the year, need not be in the form of money on hand in excess of 
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what is required to meet current liabilities and finance current operations 
of the company. Often, especially in a growing business, only a part, 
sometimes a small part, of the year’s profits is in property capable of divi­
sion; the remainder having been absorbed in the acquisition of increased 
plant, equipment, stock in trade, or accounts receivable, or in decrease of 
outstanding liabilities. When only a part is available for dividends, the 
balance of the year’s profits is carried to the credit of undivided profits or 
surplus, or some other account having like significance. If thereafter the 
company finds itself in funds beyond current needs it may declare divi­
dends out of such surplus or undivided profits; otherwise it may go on for 
years conducting a successful business, but requiring more and more work­
ing capital because of the extension of its operations, and therefore unable 
to declare dividends approximating the amount of its profits. Thus the 
surplus may increase until it equals or even exceeds the par value of the 
outstanding capital stock. This may be adjusted upon the books in the 
mode adopted in the case at bar—by declaring a ‘stock dividend.’ This, 
however, is no more than a book adjustment, in essence not a dividend but 
rather the opposite; no part of the assets of the company is separated from 
the common fund, nothing distributed except paper certificates that evi­
dence an antecedent increase in the value of the stockholder’s capital inter­
est resulting from an accumulation of profits by the company, but profits 
so far absorbed in the business as to render it impracticable to separate 
them for withdrawal and distribution. In order to make the adjustment, 
a charge is made against surplus account with corresponding credit to capi­
tal-stock account, equal to the proposed ‘ dividend ’; the new stock is issued 
against this and the certificates are delivered to the existing stockholders 
in proportion to their previous holdings. This, however, is merely book­
keeping that does not affect the aggregate assets of the corporation or its 
outstanding liabilities; it affects only the form, not the essence, of the ‘lia­
bility ’ acknowledged by the corporation to its own shareholders, and this 
through a readjustment of accounts on one side of the balance-sheet only, 
increasing ‘ capital stock ’ at the expense of ‘ surplus ’; it does not alter the 
pre-existing proportionate interest of any stockholder or increase the in­
trinsic value of his holding or of the aggregate holdings of the other stock­
holders as they stood before. The new certificates simply increase the 
number of the shares, with consequent dilution of the value of each share.
“ A ‘ stock dividend ’ shows that the company’s accumulated profits have 
been capitalized, instead of distributed to the stockholders or retained as 
surplus available for distribution in money or in kind should opportunity 
offer. Far from being a realization of profits of the stockholder, it tends 
rather to postpone such realization, in that the fund represented by the 
new stock has been transferred from surplus to capital, and no longer is 
available for actual distribution.
“The essential and controlling fact is that the stockholder has received 
nothing out of the company’s assets for his separate use and benefit; on 
the contrary, every dollar of his original investment, together with what­
ever accretions and accumulations have resulted from employment of his 
money and that of the other stockholders in the business of the company, 
still remains the property of the company, and subject to business risks 
which may result in wiping out the entire investment. Having regard to 
the very truth of the matter, to substance and not to form, he has received 
nothing that answers the definition of income within the meaning of the 
sixteenth amendment.
“Being concerned only with the true character and effect of such a 
dividend when lawfully made, we lay aside the question whether in a par­
ticular case a stock dividend may be authorized by the local law governing 
the corporation, or whether the capitalization of profits may be the result 
of correct judgment and proper business policy on the part of its manage­
ment, and a due regard for the interests of the stockholders. And we are 
considering the taxability of bona-fide stock dividends only.
“ We are clear that not only does a stock dividend really take nothing 
from the property of the corporation and add nothing to that of the share­
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holder, but that the antecedent accumulation of profits evidenced thereby, 
while indicating that the shareholder is the richer because of an increase of 
his capital, at the same time shows he has not realized or received any 
income in the transaction.
“ It is said that a stockholder may sell the new shares acquired in the 
stock dividend; and so he may, if he can find a buyer. It is equally true 
that if he does sell, and in doing so realizes a profit, such profit, like any 
other, is income, and so far as it may have arisen since the sixteenth 
amendment is taxable by congress without apportionment. The same 
would be true were he to sell some of his original shares at a profit. But if 
a shareholder sells dividend stock he necessarily disposes of a part of his 
capital interest, just as if he should sell a part of his old stock, either before 
or after the dividend. What he retains no longer entitles him to the same 
proportion of future dividends as before the sale. His part in the control 
of the company likewise is diminished. Thus, if one holding $60,000 out 
of a total $100,000 of the capital stock of a corporation should receive in 
common with other stockholders a 50 per cent. stock dividend, and should 
sell his part, he thereby would be reduced from a majority to a minority 
stockholder, having six-fifteenths instead of six-tenths of the total stock 
outstanding. A corresponding and proportionate decrease in capital 
interest and in voting power would befall a minority holder should he sell 
dividend stock; it being in the nature of things impossible for one to 
dispose of any part of such an issue without a proportionate disturbance of 
the distribution of the entire capital stock, and a like diminution of the 
seller’s comparative voting power—that ‘ right preservation of rights ’ in 
the control of a corporation. Yet, without selling, the shareholder, unless 
possessed of other resources, has not the wherewithal to pay an income 
tax upon the dividend stock. Nothing could more clearly show that to 
tax a stock dividend is to tax a capital increase, and not income, than this 
demonstration that in the nature of things it requires conversion of capital 
in order to pay the tax.”
The conclusion of the court is summed up in the following 
paragraph:
” Thus from every point of view we are brought irresistibly to the con­
clusion that neither under the sixteenth amendment nor otherwise has 
congress power to tax without apportionment a true stock dividend made 
lawfully and in good faith, nor the accumulated profits behind it as income 
of the stockholder.”
Four justices dissented from this opinion. Justice Holmes was 
of opinion that the sixteenth amendment justified the tax and 
Justice Day concurred. Justice Brandeis, with the concurrence 
of Justice Clark, in a long dissenting opinion, seemed to base 
opposition to the court’s decision largely on the ground of 
common understanding — that is, the dissenting conclusion seems 
to be that people generally regard stock dividends as income. 
Upon this point, however, there will probably be wide differences 
of opinion.
Is Accounting Practice 
To Be Changed?
It is important to determine to what 
extent the treatment of stock dividends 
as income would be of benefit to the 
public. As we have already pointed out in the beginning of 
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these notes, such a practice in the case of a succession of corpora­
tions holding stock in each other would not produce any lasting 
benefit—rather would it mean the beginning of a complete 
change in the system of accounting practice. It would be attrib­
uting to what is really an unearned and unrealized increment 
the status of actual cash, and that, as most accountants see it, is 
unsound. There may be a little astonishment that the announce­
ment of the stock exchange does not go further and specify 
certain essentials to be required in the accounting systems of all 
corporations whose stock is accepted for listing. The attempt 
to solve individual problems as they arise may fail at times; but on 
the other hand there will be such great differences in conditions 
that the exchange is probably wise in preferring to reserve to 
itself a certain amount of discretion.
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